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Since then, there is ﬂourish of work on temporal graphs
(Zschoche et al. 2018; Michail 2016; Casteigts et al. 2019;
Chen et al. 2018; Michail and Spirakis 2016; Erlebach, Hoffmann, and Kammer 2015). Formally, in a temporal graph
every edge is assigned a set of integer time labels that indicate at which discrete time steps the edge is available. In
other words, a temporal graph is a schedule of edge sets
E1 , E2 , . . . , Et over a ﬁxed set of vertices.

Abstract
A temporal graph is a dynamic graph where every edge is assigned a set of integer time labels that indicate at which discrete time step the edge is available. In this paper, we study
how changes of the time labels, corresponding to delays on
the availability of the edges, affect the reachability sets from
given sources. The questions about reachability sets are motivated by numerous applications of temporal graphs in network epidemiology and scheduling problems in supply networks in manufacturing. We introduce control mechanisms
for reachability sets that are based on two natural operations
of delaying time events. The ﬁrst operation, termed merging,
is global and batches together consecutive time labels in the
whole network simultaneously. This corresponds to postponing all events until a particular time. The second, imposes
independent delays on the time labels of every edge of the
graph. We provide a thorough investigation of the computational complexity of different objectives related to reachability sets when these operations are used. For the merging operation, we prove NP-hardness results for several minimization and maximization reachability objectives, even for very
simple graph structures. For the second operation, we prove
that the minimization problems are NP-hard when the number of allowed delays is bounded. We complement this with a
polynomial-time algorithm for the case of unbounded delays.

In this paper, we study questions related to reachability
sets on temporal graphs. The reachability set of vertex v is
the set of vertices that there exist temporal paths from v to
them. Informally speaking, a temporal path is a path whose
edges, additionally to the usual connectivity, use strictly increasing time labels (Whitbeck et al. 2012). However, in
contrast to static graphs, temporal paths do not preserve
transitivity. As a result, some well known concepts from
graph theory, like Menger’s theorem, do not hold for temporal graphs and have to be redeﬁned (Akrida et al. 2019;
Mertzios et al. 2013; Erlebach and Spooner 2018).
Reachability sets emerge naturally in a wide range of
models and real life applications (Allen et al. 2014; Potapov
2004; Niskanen, Potapov, and Reichert 2020). One of them
in relation to temporal graphs, is the minimization of spread
of infectious diseases over contact networks. Data provide signiﬁcant evidence that commuter patterns and airline ﬂights (Colizza et al. 2006; Brockmann and Helbing
2013), and livestock movements between farms (Mitchell et
al. 2005) could spread an infectious disease. In particular,
the impact of animal movements has been extensively studied within the epidemics community. Recent studies have
shown that restricting of animal movements is among the
most effective methods for controlling the spread of an infection (Jones et al. 2019; Turner et al. 2019; Turner, Bowers, and Baylis 2012; Thulke, Eisinger, and Beer 2011;
Buhnerkempe, Tildesley, and others 2014) and changes in
the network of animal movements between farms (nodes in
a graph) can signiﬁcantly decrease the spread of an infection (Gates and Woolhouse 2015; Mohr et al. 2018). Contrary to the applications above, there are cases where we
wish to maximize the reachability sets. Consider for example a distribution schedule, where the use of the underlying
network for every day comes at a ﬁxed cost. Then, the goal

Introduction
A plethora of real life scenarios can be modelled as a dynamic network that changes over time. These scenarios
range from train, bus, and distribution schedules, to livestock movements between farms and virus spreading. Many
of these dynamic networks consist of a ﬁxed set of nodes and
what changes over time is the connectivity between pairs
of them; the locations of the stations, distribution centers,
and farms remain the same over time, while the connections
between any two of them can change every few minutes,
hours, or days. An equivalent way to see these networks is
as a sequence of static networks that change according to
a predetermined, known in advance, schedule. These type
of networks, known as temporal graphs, were formalized in
the seminal work of (Kempe, Kleinberg, and Kumar 2002).
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Problem

is to optimally utilize the infrastructure of the network by
choosing which days to use the network in order to achieve
maximum reachability while maintaining low cost.
The importance of these problems combined with their
inherit temporal nature, made temporal graph theory a tool
for analyzing epidemiology in (animal) networks (Braunstein and Ingrosso 2016; Enright and Meeks 2015; 2018;
Enright et al. 2018; Enright and Kao 2018; Nöremark and
Widgren 2014; Valdano et al. 2015a; 2015b). (Enright and
Meeks 2018) and (Enright et al. 2018) studied how reachability sets on temporal graphs change, when the schedule of
the edges can change according to speciﬁc operations. More
speciﬁcally, they studied M IN M AX R EACH and M AX M IN R EACH problems where the goal, respectively, was to minimize the maximum, or to maximize the minimum size of
reachability sets between a given set of sources. (Enright
and Meeks 2018) studied these objectives under the operation of reordering of the edge sets and it was proven that
both problems are NP-hard. For M IN M AX R EACH, (Enright
et al. 2018) studied the operations of deletion of whole edge
sets, or individual edges within an edge set. It was proven
that M IN M AX R EACH under both notions of deletion is NPhard, but they admit an FPT algorithm when they are parameterized by the treewidth of the network and the number of
non-reachable vertices.
Although optimization of reachability sets capture important real life problems, some of the proposed solutions are
not completely satisfying due to big changes in infrastructure. For example, reordering of edge sets can be difﬁcult,
costly, or even impossible to perform due to the physical
constraints of the network, or due to the number of changes
required in the existing infrastructure. For edge-deletions, an
upper bound on the number of allowed deletions is required.
This is crucial, since the deletion of every edge trivially minimizes the reachability sets, but makes the existing network
infrastructure useless. In addition, edge deletions can create
a “bottleneck” problem in the network even if their number
is bounded. The deletion of an edge can create a sink to the
network, or completely isolate some of its parts. Instead, we
wish to study the following problem.

M IN R EACH
M IN R EACH
M IN M AX R EACH
M INAVG R EACH
M AX R EACH
M AX R EACH
M AX M IN R EACH
M AX AVG R EACH
M AX R EACH
M AX M IN R EACH
M AX AVG R EACH

Graph
Class
Path
Tree
Δ=3

Sources

Path
Bipart.
Δ=3
Tree
Δ=3

O(n)

Labels/
Edge
1

Edges/
Step
3

1

1

1

O(n)

1

4

1

1

4

1

1

10

Table 1: NP-hardness results for the λ-merge operation for
any λ ≥ 2. Δ denotes the maximum degree of the graph.
The results are approximation preserving and they rule out
PTASs and they hold even if the under lying graph is directed.
edge sets to the empty sets, and the λ-th edge set is the
union of all λ edge sets. The delaying operation, independently delays a temporal edge; a δ-delay on the label i of
edge uv changes it to i + δ. In contrast to deletion of temporal edges that can directly isolate vertices, our operations
isolate some vertices only temporarily. Our second contribution is a thorough investigation of the computational complexity of reachability objectives under these operations. In
particular, we study the M IN M AX R EACH, M IN R EACH, and
M INAVG R EACH, where in the last two cases the goal is to
minimize the number, or the average number respectively,
of reachable vertices from a given set of sources.With respect to maximization objectives, we study M AX R EACH,
M AX M IN R EACH, and M AX AVG R EACH. We proved that
these problems are NP-hard under the merging operation
even for very restricted classes of graphs. Our results are
depicted in Table 1. For the delaying operation, we studied
the minimization problems. They remain NP-hard when we
bound the number of times we are allowed to use this operation. We complement these results with a polynomial time
algorithm for the case of the unbounded number of delays
that works for any δ.

Given a temporal graph and a set of sources, optimize
the size of the reachability set of the sources using only
“natural” and “infrastructure-friendly” operations.

Preliminaries

Natural operations should be intuitive and should be easy
to apply; deletion, or postponement, of a temporal edge can
naturally happen. On the other hand, bringing forward a temporal edge cannot be always feasible; a bus cannot go faster
than its top speed. Infrastructure-friendly operations should
not be to difﬁcult to perform and that do not require many
changes to the given network and temporal schedule.

Temporal Graphs. A temporal graph G, T  is a pair of a
(directed) graph G = (V, E) and a function T that maps
every edge of G to a list of time steps at which the edge
is available. The maximum time step, tmax , on the edges
of G deﬁnes the lifetime of the temporal graph. Another
interpretation of a temporal graph, which is useful in our
case, is to see it as a schedule of subgraphs, or edge-sets,
E1 , E2 , . . . , Etmax of G, known in advance and deﬁned by
the function T ; at time step t function T deﬁnes a set
Et ⊆ E of edges available for this time step. We will say
that an edge has the label i, if it is available 
at time step i.
The size of a temporal graph G, T  is |V | + t≤tmax |Et |.
A temporal path in G, T  from v1 to vk is a sequence of
edges v1 v2 , v2 v3 , . . . , vk−1 vk such that each edge vi vi+1 is
available at time step ti and ti < ti+1 for every i ∈ [k − 1].

Our contribution. Our contribution is twofold. Firstly,
we introduce and study two operations, merging and delaying, that are natural and infrastructure-friendly and were not
studied in the past. The idea behind both operations is the
postponement of the edges of the graph. Merging operation
is parameterized by λ and it batches together λ consecutive
edge sets; a λ-merge on E1 , . . . Eλ changes the ﬁrst λ − 1
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(λ, μ) − M ERGING

Reachability Sets. A vertex u is reachable from vertex
v if there exists a temporal path from v to u. We assume
that a vertex is reachable from itself. It is possible that u
is reachable from v, but v is not reachable from u. The
reachability set of v, denoted reach(v, G, T ), is the set
of vertices reachable from v in G, T . Given a temporal
graph with lifetime tmax and a time step t < tmax , the set
reacht (v, G, T ) contains all the vertices reachable from
v up to time t. The set reach(v, G, T ) can be computed
in polynomial time with respect to the size of G, T ; it sufﬁces to check whether there exists a temporal path from v to
every vertex in V , which can be done efﬁciently (Wu et al.
2014).

1. M IN R EACH
2. M IN M AX R EACH
3. M INAVG R EACH
4. M AX R EACH
5. M AX M IN R EACH
6. M AX AVG R EACH

Objective

M
min | v∈S reach(v, G, T(λ,μ)
)|
M
min maxv∈S |reach(v, G, T(λ,μ)
)|

M
min v∈S |reach(v, G, T(λ,μ) )|

M
max | v∈S reach(v, G, T(λ,μ)
)|
M
max minv∈S |reach(v, G, T(λ,μ)
)|

M
max v∈S |reach(v, G, T(λ,μ) )|

Table 2: Problems 1 - 3 are minimization problems, while
Problems 4 - 6 are maximization problems. If |S| = 1, then
the solution for all minimization problems is the same; similarly for the maximization problems.

Merging. A merging operation on T postpones some of
the edge-sets in a particular way. Intuitively, a merging operation “batches together” a number of consecutive edge-sets.

M AX 2S AT (3). To produce many of our results we use the
problem M AX 2S AT (3). An instance of M AX 2S AT (3) is a
CNF formula φ with n boolean variables and m clauses,
where each clause involves exactly two variables and every variable appears in at most three clauses. The goal is
to maximize the number of satisﬁed clauses. Without loss of
generality we will assume that every variable in φ appears
exactly one time as a positive literal and at most two times
as a negative literal. In (Berman and Karpinski 1999) it was
proven that M AX 2S AT (3) is NP-hard and that it is even hard
to approximate better than 1.0005.

Deﬁnition 1 (λ-merge) For every positive integer λ, a λmerge of Ei , Ei+1 , . . . , Ei+λ−1 , replaces
Ej = ∅ for every

i ≤ j < i + λ − 1 and Ei+λ−1 = i≤j≤i+λ−1 Ej .
So, every merge corresponds to the global delay of events
from times i, i + 1, . . . , i + λ − 1 to the time i + λ − 1.
We say that two λ-merges are independent, if they merge
Ei , . . . Ei+λ−1 and Ej , . . . Ej+λ−1 respectively, and i+λ−
1 < j. When it is clear from the context, instead of writing
that we merge Ei with Ei+1 we will write that we merge i
with i + 1.

Merging: Minimization problems

Deﬁnition 2 ((λ, μ)-merging scheme) For positive integers λ and μ, a (λ, μ)-merging scheme applies μ independent λ -merges on E1 , E2 , . . . , Etmax , where λ ≤ λ. A
merging scheme is maximal if there is no other feasible λmerge available.

In this section we study minimization problems under merging operations. To begin with, we prove that M IN R EACH
under (2, μ) − M ERGING is NP-hard even when G is a path
with many sources. Then, using this result, we explain how
to get NP-hardness for any λ ≥ 2. Next, we show how to
extend our construction and get a bipartite, planar graph of
maximum degree 3 and only one source, and thus we prove
NP-hardness for all Problems 1 - 3. Our next result is NPhardness for the same set of problems on trees with one
source. For this result, we derive a new construction. Although all of our results are presented for undirected graphs,
they can be trivially extended for directed graphs. In addition, all of our reductions are approximation preserving
hence we get that all Problems 1 - 3 are NP-hard even to
approximate.

A (λ, μ)-merging scheme for a temporal graph G, T  essentially produces a new temporal graph by modifying the
schedule T using μ independent λ -merges, where λ ≤ λ.
M
We will use T(λ,μ)
to denote the modiﬁed schedule and
M
 the corresponding modiﬁed temporal graph.
G, T(λ,μ)
Our goal is to compute merging schemes that optimise
some objectives regarding reachability sets from a given set
of vertices. The input to the problems we study consists of
a temporal graph G, T , two positive integers λ, μ, and a
subset of vertices S ⊆ V which will term sources. The objectives we study are formally deﬁned in Table 2.

M IN R EACH on paths
Construction. We will reduce from M AX 2S AT (3). The k-th
clause of φ will be associated with the time steps 4k, 4k + 1
and 4k + 2, while the i-th variable will be associated with
the time steps M + 4i, M + 4i + 1 and M + 4i + 2, where
M = 4m + 4. For every clause of φ we construct a path
with nine vertices, where the middle vertex is a source. Consider the path for the k-th clause, that involves the variables
xi and xj . An example of such a path can be found on Figure 1. The middle piece of the path consists of the vertices
ck , ykl , zkl , ykr , zkr ; where ck ∈ S. Edge ck ykl has the label 4k,
edges ykl zkl and ck ykr have the label 4k + 1, and edge ykr zkr
has the label 4k + 2. The labels on the left and the right

Delaying. While merging operations affect globally the
whole graph; edge delays affect only one label of an edge.
We parameterize the delay operation by δ; the maximum delay we can impose on a label of an edge. Hence, a δ-delay
on edge uv at time step i changes the label i to i ≤ i + δ.
We denote TδD the schedule produced after applying δ-delay
operations on T . When the number of allowed δ-delay operD
ations is κ, we denote T(δ,κ)
produced schedule. Under delaying operations we study M IN R EACH, M IN M AX R EACH,
and M INAVG R EACH.
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ck

4k
ykl

Lemma 2 If there exists an optimal (2, n + m)-merging
scheme such that 3m + l vertices are not reachable from S,
then there exists an assignment for φ that satisﬁes l clauses.
The combination of Lemmas 1 and 2 already yield NPhardness for M IN R EACH under (2, μ) − M ERGING, when
μ is part of the input. Furthermore, our construction allows
us to restrict the search only to maximal merging schemes.
In Lemma 1 we can arbitrarily extend the produced merging
scheme to a maximal one without any issues in the correctness of the proof, while in Lemma 2, without loss of generality, we can assume that the merging scheme is maximal.
We furthermore explain how to get NP-hardness for any
λ ≥ 2. Although our construction does not work when
λ > 2, we can modify it and get the result for any λ ≥ 2, by
“spreading” the edges of G, T  over time. More formally,
between any two time steps of G, T  we add λ − 2 dummy
time steps where no edge is available. The crucial observation is that, after the spreading, any λ -merge with λ < λ
does not affect the set reachable from S. Hence, after the
spreading we can replace the 2-merges with λ-merges in
Lemmas 1 and 2 and get NP-hardness for any λ ≥ 2.
Theorem 1 M IN R EACH under (λ, μ) − M ERGING is NPhard for any λ ≥ 2, even when G is a path, and the following
constraints hold:
1. every edge is available only at one time step;
2. at any time step there are at most three edges available;
3. the merging scheme is maximal.

4k + 1
ykr

4k + 1

4k + 2
zkl

zkr

wkl

wkr

M + 4j + 1

M + 4i

M + 4j + 2

M + 4i + 1
vkl

vkr

Figure 1: The gadget for the clause (x̄i , xj ). The labels on
the edges denote the time steps these edges are available;
M = 4m + 4. The black vertex, ck , is a source, i.e., it belongs to S.
pieces of the path depend on the literals of the variables of
the clause. If variable xi appears in the clause with a positive
literal, then we pick an arbitrary side of the path, say the left,
and add the label M + 4i + 1 to the edge zkl wkl and the label
M +4i+2 to the edge wkl vkl . If xi appears in the clause with
a negative literal, then we add the label M + 4i to the edge
zkl wkl and the label M + 4i + 1 to the edge wkl vkl . In order to
create a single path, we arbitrarily connect the endpoints of
the paths we created for the clauses; every edge that connects
two such paths has label 1. Observe that for the constructed
temporal graph, G, T , the following hold: G, T  has 9m
vertices and lifetime 4m + 4n + 6; every vertex is reachable
from a one of sources; at every time step there are at most
three edges available; every edge has only one label, i.e., it
is available only at one time step. Clearly, the size of G, T 
is polynomial to the size of φ and |S| = m. We will ask for
a (2, m + n)-merging scheme.
Intuition. The correctness of our reduction relies on two
ideas. The ﬁrst idea is that in every subpath, under any
(2, μ)-merging scheme, at most four vertices are not reachable from S. In order to make four vertices not reachable
within a gadget, the following synergy must happen. Vertex
ck should choose which side of the path to “save”; merging
4k with 4k + 1 make the vertices zkl , wkl , vkl unreachable;
merging 4k + 1 with 4k + 2 make the vertices zkr , wkr , vkr
unreachable. Observe that only one of the two merges can
happen, since the two merges together are not independent.
Hence, such a merge makes three vertices of one side unreachable. In order to make the v-vertex of the other side unreachable, one extra merge has to happen. This merge will
be translated to a truth assignment for a variable, which is
the second idea of our reduction. The merge of M + 4i with
M + 4i + 1 corresponds to setting xi to False and the merge
of M + 4i + 1 with M + 4i + 2 to True.

Graphs with a single source
Next, we explain how to get NP-hardness for the case where
|S| = 1. This result immediately implies NP-hardness
for M IN M AX R EACH and M INAVG R EACH under (λ, μ) −
M ERGING, since when |S| = 1 these problems coincide
with M IN R EACH. It is not hard to get this result, given the
previous construction.We can simply add a vertex c0 in the
constructed graph that would be the only source and it is
connected with every vertex that used to be a source, so c0 is
connected with all the c-vertices from the previous construction, with an edge available at time step 1. Since the next
time step that an edge exists in is time step 4, this means
that under any (2, μ)-merging scheme, at time step 2 every
vertex of S has been reached by c0 . Hence, The NP-hardness
follows from the previous construction. However, this is not
the strongest result we can get, since this graph has a vertex
with non constant degree. Instead, we modify G, T  as we
describe next in order to get a tree of maximum degree 3.
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r
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2m + 2
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Figure 2: The construction for graphs with one source.

Lemma 1 If there exists an assignment that satisﬁes l
clauses of φ, then there exists a (2, n + m)-merging scheme
such that 3m + l vertices are not reachable from S.

The construction is depicted in Figure 2. We create a path
with m + 1 vertices where c0 is the only source. In addition,
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xj , we construct a path with ends the vertices vki and vkj , and
middle the vertex ck , which will be termed c-vertex. If xi
appears with a positive literal in the clause, then the labels
on the two edges that connect vki and ck are 3i and 3i + 1 respectively; else the labels are 3i + 1 and 3i + 2. The top side
of Figure 3 depicts the path for the clause (x̄i , xj ). Both ends
of the path are sources. These paths will be termed clausepaths. To create one path, we arbitrarily connect the constructed paths. The temporal graph G, T  we constructed
has 6n + 5m vertices, lifetime 3n + 2, and at any time step
at most four edges are available. Furthermore all the vertices
are reachable from S.

every vertex k of the path, different than c0 , is connected
with vertex ck from the construction of the previous section
via an edge with label 2k + 2. The labels in any two consecutive edges of this path differ by two. Finally, every edge
of the construction from the previous section is shifted by
2m + 4, i.e., we add the number 2m + 4 to its label. The
crucial observation is that under any merging scheme that
uses 2-merges at time step 2m + 2 every ck vertex for every k ∈ [m] will be reached. Hence, at time step 2m + 2,
under any (2, μ)-merging scheme, we get an instance that it
is equivalent, with respect to reachability from this time step
and on, to the instance of the previous section. Hence, we
can get NP-hardness for λ = 2.Using the trick of “spreading” described before, we can get the result for any λ ≥ 2.

3i + 1

3i + 2

vki

Theorem 2 Problems 1 - 3 are NP-hard for any λ ≥ 2 even
when there exists only one source, G is a tree of maximum
degree three, and the Constraints 1- 3 from Theorem 1 hold.

3j

vkj

ck
3i + 2

yi

3j + 1

3i + 3

3i + 3

3i + 3

3i + 2

zi

Merging: Maximization problems
Figure 3: Gadgets for M AX R EACH on paths. Top: the gadget
for the clause (x̄i , xj ). Bottom: the gadget for variable xi .

In this section we prove NP-hardness for maximization problems. Before we proceed with the exposition of the results
though, we should discuss some issues about maximization
reachability problems and merging. Any merge weakly decreases the reachability set from the sources. Hence, while
in the minimization problems, in principle, we would like
to perform as many merges as possible, for maximization
problems we would like to perform the minimum number
of merges that are allowed. In addition, the reachability set
weakly decreases with λ, i.e., the size of the merge. Hence,
for maximization problems it is better to do the smallest
merge possible, i.e., perform only 2-merges. For this reason,
if we get NP-hardness for (2, μ)-merging schemes, then we
can immediately conclude that ﬁnding the optimal (λ, μ)merging scheme is NP-hard, for any λ ≥ 2. So, for maximization problems, we require that at least μ λ-merges need
to happen. This is motivated by distribution networks; the
use of the network comes at a cost, thus we would like to
use the network as few times as possible.
Again, we prove our results by reducing to M AX 2S AT (3).
This time though we need to be more careful; in order to
make our reduction valid, we should not allow for “dummy”
merges, i.e., merges that do not change the reachable vertices
from the sources. As before, we ﬁrst prove NP-hardness for
paths with multiple sources. Then, we modify our reduction
to get NP-hardness for graphs with one source and we provide a reduction for trees with just one source.

Intuition. The labels on the variable-paths guarantee that
there exists a (2, n)-merging scheme that maximizes the
number of reachable vertices such that it does not apply a 2merge that merges time step 3i+2 with 3i+3 for any i ∈ [n].
This guarantees two things. Firstly, there exists an optimal
(2, n)-merging scheme where all the vertices, except the cvertices, are reachable from S. Hence, any optimal merging
scheme has to maximize the number of reachable c-vertices.
Second, given the subset of c-vertices that are reachable under the produced merging scheme, we can easily deduce a
truth assignment that satisﬁes the clauses that correspond to
the reachable c-vertices.
In what follows, we will assume that we do not allow any
merge that involves time steps 1 and 2. This is because such
merges would be “dummy”, since there are no edges available at these time steps. However, this assumption is without
loss of generality; we can simply decrease all the labels by
2, hence an edge with label i will get label i − 2.
Lemma 3 If there exists an assignment that satisﬁes l
clauses of φ, then there exists a (2, n)-merging scheme such
that 6n + 4m + l vertices are reachable from S.
Lemma 4 If there exists an optimal (2, n)-merging scheme
such that 6n + 4m + l vertices are reachable from S,then
there exists an assignment for φ that satisﬁes l clauses.

M AX R EACH on paths
Construction. We will reduce from M AX 2S AT (3). Every variable xi of φ will be associated with the time steps
3i, 3i + 1, and 3i + 2. For every variable we create a path
of length 5 with ends the vertices yi and zi ; this path is depicted at the bottom of Figure 3. In this path, the edges at the
ends of the paths have labels 3i + 2 and the rest of the edges
have label 3i + 3. The paths that are created from variables
will be termed variable-paths. Both ends of every variablepath are sources. For every clause we create a path with ﬁve
vertices. So, if the k-th clause involves the variables xi and

Lemmas 3 and 4 imply that M AX R EACH under (2, μ) −
M ERGING is NP-hard. As we have already explained, this
means that the problem is NP-hard for any λ ≥ 2.
Theorem 3 M AX R EACH under (λ, μ) − M ERGING is NPhard for any λ ≥ 2, even when the underlying graph is a
path, every edge has one label, and at any time step there
exist at most four edges available.
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c-path

ck

v-path
3k

2

1

4

2

3

5

4

3k + 1

6

5

6

ykl

...

Figure 4: The construction used to prove NP-hardness for
M AX R EACH with one source. c-path and v-path stand for a
clause-path and variable-path respectively from the previous
section where we add n + m + 1 to the labels of these paths.
The ﬁlled vertex is the only source of the graph.

3k + 2

M + 3i + 2

3k + 3

M + 3i + 3

ykr

3k + 1

3k + 2
zkl

ui

ck

zkr
M + 3j + 1

M + 3i
wkl

wkr

vkl

vkr

Eight copies

Eight copies

M + 3j + 2

M + 3i + 1

Figure 5: The gadgets we use in Section 6, where M = 3m+
2. The left gadget corresponds to the k-th clause of φ equal
to (xi , x̄j ); the middle gadget is for the k-th clause; the right
gadget is for the i-th variable

Graphs with a single source
In this section we modify the construction of the previous
section and prove NP-hardness for M AX R EACH with only
one source. Thus, we get as a corollary NP-hardness for
M AX M IN R EACH and M AX AVG R EACH.
Construction. The idea is similar to the one we used before: we construct a tree whose leaves are the sources of the
previous construction, so we can use the result of the previous section. To achieve this, we will use the gadget depicted
in Figure 4. This gadget consists of a line of length 2m + n.
The left end of the line has degree 1 and it is the only source,
while the rest of the vertices of the line have degree 2 or 3.
On the degree-3 vertices we add the clause-paths and the
variable-paths, depicted as c-paths and v-paths in the ﬁgure,
by adding m+n+1 to their labels. The end points of c-paths
are connected with the j-th and the j + 2-th vertices of the
gadget where the j + 1-th vertex has degree 2; this is done in
order to get a bipartite graph. The end points of c-paths are
connected with the j-th and the j + 1-th vertices. The crucial
observation is that in an optimal (2, n)-merging scheme we
do not merge any time step lower than 2m+n+1. Any such
merge will make unreachable at least 5 or 6 vertices (the vertices of a clause-path or a variable-path) while a merge at a
time step higher than 2m + n + 1 will make unreachable at
most 2 vertices. Hence, at time step 2m + n + 1 all the vertices that correspond to the endpoints of the paths from the
previous section have been reached by the source, so we can
use the proof from the previous section and get our result.

with 9 vertices where only one of them is a source; an example of this tree is depicted in the left part of Figure 5.
Each such tree consists of three pieces: the middle piece, the
left piece, and the right piece. For the k-th clause, the middle
piece consists of the vertices ck , ykl , zkl , ykr , zkr ; ck is a source.
Edge ck ykl has the label 3k, edges ykl zkl and ck ykr have the
label 3k + 1, and edge ykr zkr has the label 3k + 2. The labels
on the left and the right pieces of the path depend on the literals of the variables of the clause. If variable xi appears in
the clause with a positive literal, then we pick an arbitrary
side of the path, say the left, and add the label M + 3i to the
edge zkl wkl and the label M +3i+1 to the edge wkl vkl , where
M = 3m + 2. If xi appears in the clause with a negative literal, then we add the label M + 3i + 1 to the edge zkl wkl and
the label M + 3i + 2 to the edge wkl vkl . In addition, we create the following. For every k ∈ [m] we create eight paths
of length 2; the middle part of Figure 5. The one end point
of every such path is a source. The labels of the edges for
every path, from the source to the other end, are 3k + 2 and
3k + 3. For every i ∈ [n − 1] we create eight paths of length
2; the right part of Figure 5. The one end point of every path
is a source. The labels of the edges for every path, from the
source to the other end, are M + 3i + 2 and M + 3i + 3. The
constructed temporal graph G, T  has 33m + 24n vertices
and lifetime 3m + 3n + 4. All the vertices of the graph are
reachable from S. We ask for a (2, m + n)-merging scheme.
Observe that at any time step there exist at most 10 edges
available. Again, we assume, without loss of generality, that
no merging that involves labels 1 and 2 is allowed.

Theorem 4 Problems 4 - 6 are NP-hard even when there is
one source, the underlying graph is bipartite, it has maximum degree 3, every edge has one label, and at any time
step there are at most four edges available.

Trees with one source
In this section we prove that M AX R EACH is NP-hard even
on trees with only one source. Again, our reduction is from
M AX 2S AT (3). First, we explain how to get NP-hardness for
forests where every connected component of the forest has
only one source. Then, using the idea from the previous section, we connect the components of the forest and create a
single tree with only one source.
Construction. We will use a similar approach as before and
we associate each variable with three consecutive time steps.
This time though we associate every clause with three consecutive time steps as well. For every clause we create a tree

Intuition. The high level idea is that in any optimal
(2, m + n)-merging scheme all the vertices of the paths of
length 2 are reachable; this is guaranteed by the number of
copies of the paths and the choice of the labels in these paths.
Hence, an optimal merging scheme maximizes the number
of reachable vertices in the gadgets for the clauses. In every
gadget though, at most 6 vertices are reachable under any
optimal merging scheme. If 6 vertices are reachable, then we
can easily deduce an assignment that satisﬁes this clause.
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Lemma 5 If there exists an assignment for the variables of
φ that satisﬁes l clauses, then there exists a (2, m + n)merging scheme for G, T  such that 29m+24n+l vertices
are reachable from S.
Lemma 6 If there exists a reachability maximizing (2, m +
n)-merging scheme such that 29m + 24n + l vertices are
reachable from S in G, T , then there exists a truth assignment that satisﬁes l clauses of φ.
The combination of the two lemmas above already yield
NP-hardness for M AX R EACH on forests. However, we can
use the gadget from Figure 4 to get a tree of maximum degree 3, with only one source. Hence, we immediately get
NP-hardness for M AX M IN R EACH and M AX AVG R EACH on
trees with a single source.
Theorem 5 Problems 4 - 6 are NP-hard even when there exists only one source, G is a tree, has maximum degree three,
and every edge has only one label.

Figure 6: Algorithm for δ − D ELAYING.
x
1

s

2
1, 3

y

2, 4 z

Delaying
Figure 7: In the temporal graph G, T  above with S = s,
we have RV1 (G, T , s) = {x, y}, RV2 (G, T , s) = {z},
RE1 (G, T , s) = {sx, sy}, and RE2 (G, T , s) = {yz}.
Any other set is empty.

In this section we study edge-independent delays. Firstly, we
show that when the number of allowed delays is bounded,
then the minimization problems are NP-hard. Then, we study
the case where the number of δ-delaying operations is unbounded. In contrary to unbounded edge deletions where the
solution to the problems become trivial by essentially isolating every source, an unbounded number of δ-delays does
not trivialize the problems and most importantly does not
destroy the underlying network.
Theorem 6 M IN R EACH, M IN M AX R EACH, and M INAVG R EACH are NP-hard under δ − D ELAYING , for any δ ≥ 1,
when the number of operations is bounded by κ. In addition,
they are W [1]-hard, when parameterized by κ.
Next, we provide a polynomial-time algorithm for the
minimization problems under δ−D ELAYING, for any δ ≥ 1.
Let us deﬁne the reachability network which will be used by
our algorithm. Given a temporal graph G, T  with lifetime
tmax and a set of sources S, for every t ≤ tmax , we deﬁne RVt (G, T , S) to be the set of vertices that are reached
at time t for ﬁrst time from a vertex of S. Put formally,
v ∈ RVt (G, T , S), if there exists s ∈ S such that the earliest arrival path from s to v arrives at time t and moreover
for every t < t there is no path from any s ∈ S to v that
arrives at time t . Additionally, we deﬁne REt (G, T , S)
to be the set of temporal edges with label t that are adjacent to vertices in RVt (G, T , S). Observe that we can decide if v ∈ RVt (G, T , S) can be computed via computing
the earliest arrival paths between every s ∈ S and v, which
can be done in polynomial time with respect to the size of
G, T  (Wu et al. 2014). Similarly, we can efﬁciently compute REt (G, T , S). Finally, we say that it is δ-possible to
change a label of an edge from t to t + 1 if the difference
between t + 1 and the original label of the edge is at most δ.
The next observation follows from the fact that a delay on any edge in REt (G, TδD , S) weakly decreases
RVt+1 (G, TδD , S). Hence, delaying as many as possible
from these edges minimizes the number of vertices that are
reached by S at time step t + 1.

Observation 1 For any 1 ≤ t < tmax , if we can delay
only temporal edges with label t, Algorithm 6 minimizes
RVt+1 (G, TδD , S).
Observation 1 can be used as an intermediate step in an
induction argument to prove optimality of Algorithm 6.
Theorem 7 Algorithm 6 is optimal for M IN R EACH, M IN M AX R EACH, M INAVG R EACH under δ − D ELAYING.

Discussion
Our hardness results immediately imply, or can be easily extended to prove, several other interesting results. Firstly, we
observe that all of our reductions are approximation preserving, thus since we use M AX 2S AT (3), we get that there are no
approximation schemes for these problems, unless P = NP.
In addition, we can add directions to the edges of the gadgets
without breaking the correctness of our proofs. Another, less
trivial, observation is that in our reductions we create unit
disk graphs; a type of graphs prominently used in epidemics.
Our work creates many interesting directions for future
research. The most obvious is to get approximation algorithms for the problems we study. In another, broader front,
our paper introduces a new conceptual direction in temporal
graphs. Given a temporal network with an existing solution
for a problem, can we utilize the current infrastructure in
a better way and improve the solution without signiﬁcantly
changing the network?
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